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IDOC with SAP MEINT
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Prerequisites
You should have installed SAP ME 5.2.5 along with all dependent components. For installation you
can refer to:
http://service.sap.com/instguides -> SAP Business Suite Applications -> SAP Manufacturing -> SAP
Manufacturing Execution 5.2 -> Installation Guide SAP ME 5.2.
You should have done all development and configuration in ERP system for sending the custom
IDOC along with additional field.

Scenario Explanation
SAP ME has delivered standard integration scenarios and their respective integration configuration
done in SAP MEINT using SAPMEINT CTC. Now customer would like to integrate his custom Z IDOC
instead of standard IDOC name. Below documentation will show an example where in customer is trying to
integrate custom MATMAS03 instead of MATMAS03 which has an additional field
ZCUST_MATMAS03/IDOC/E1MARAM/E1MARCM/ZTEST) which needs to be mapped to custom data in ME
Item as CUSTOM_FIELD. Here is a small screen snapshot of where that field lies in custom IDOC.

Procedure
Before explaining the configuration changes required for above scenario, here is the brief overview of the
possible workflows which can happen for any message type.
Standard Workflow – Standard workflow is built to send the messages received to other
systems. Example: MATMAS03 message from SAP to SAPME or Confirmation Message from
SAPME to SAP. This is the only workflow which can make a call to other system.
Split Workflow – This workflow is built to split the message into multiple messages before it is
processed by Standard workflow.
Correlation Workflow – This workflow is built to merge multiple messages into a single message
before it is processed by Standard workflow.
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For the above scenario description, Split workflow is being used and to achieve the mentioned scenario,
customer has to do following changes.

Create a new message processing Rule

If customer is integrating a new custom message type instead of standard message type then he has
to copy the standard processing rule and create a new one for the new custom message type. If only the
IDOC type is being changed then this configuration change is not required. Check following steps to make
this change.

1. Go to MII Menu -> Message Services -> Processing Rule Editor, select the standard message type
processing rule and choose Copy.
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2. Enter the new Rule name, description, Message name and choose Save. You can leave rest of the
information as it is.

Create new workflow configurations

Since the IDOC type is different than the standard IDOC type, customer need to copy the existing
workflow configuration to Z IDOC type ID.
1. Go to SAP MEINT Configuration -> Workflow Configuration and choose the standard Type ID(IDOC
type in case of IDOC messages). For our scenario, it is going to be
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MATMAS03.

2. Enter the new type ID and change the handler transaction parameters xpath value to refer to the new
Z IDOC type name and save the configuration.

3. As MATMAS03 is of type Split workflow (This workflow splits the incoming messages into multiple
messages based on the XSLT provided in the configuration. Handler transaction name is
SplitWorkFlowHandler), customer has to do following.
a. Customer need to copy the standard split XSLT file used in workflow definition for
MATMAS03 which is shown as below
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This XSLT also derive what would be the root node for the split message i.e.
Z_MATMAS03 in above screen snapshot. Hence In the copied XSLT, change that to
something like Z_ZCUST_MATMAS03 since workflow configuration done for type
Z_MATMAS can’t be used as customer want to send an additional field into ME Item custom
data. Now provide the new split XSLT file reference in Customer split XSLT Address of new
Split workflow configuration created as part of step 2.
b. Copy the workflow configuration for standard split message type ID (Z_MATMAS03 for
MATMAS03 integration) to the root node provided in split XSLT for the split messages i.e.
Z_ZCUST_MATMAS03. This step would be similar to step 2.
c.

For the newly created workflow configuration for split message i.e. for type ID
Z_ZCUST_MATMAS03, customer need to copy the standard request XSLT file used in
standard split message(i.e.. Z_MATMAS03 for MATMAS03 integration) which is shown as
below.
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d. In the copied XSLT, change Z_MATMAS03 to Z_CUST_MATMAS03 since the custom split
message type is Z_CUST_MATMAS03. Also If customer has any custom fields which needs
to be integrated back to ME system, then those fields need to be mapped to ME structure in
this XSLT. As an example, field ZCUST_MATMAS03/IDOC/E1MARAM/E1MARCM/ZTEST
needs to be mapped to custom data in ME Item as CUSTOM_FIELD. Below screen
snapshot shows the additional line which you need to add in CustomFieldList section of
copied XSLT.

Now provide the new request XSLT file reference in Customer request XSLT Address.

In case customer wants to send a Z IDOC for which the standard configuration follows the standard
workflow instead of split workflow, then customer need to copy the standard workflow configuration to their Z
IDOC type and follow the step from 3.c onward.

Conclusion
By following the above mentioned steps, customer can easily integrate a custom IDOC instead of
standard IDOC.
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